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ROBERT ADAM’S CRAFTSMEN

Geoffrey Beard

I
n the first of the three Bossom lectures presented to the Royal Society of Arts in 19741 
Professor Alistair Rowan noted the comments of the Scots Magazine, and separately of 
David Hume, that the brothers Adam had between 2,000 and 3,000 men working for them 
in their various enterprises. I want to concentrate on a far smaller elite, the craftsmen of vari

ous disciplines who carried out the finer quality work. As one might expect from the constant 
parallel examples throughout the 18th century of an architect putting a good reliable team 
into being and then using them steadily, the same names occur over and over again. An 
examination of Robert Adam’s bank account, opened in 1764 at Drummonds2 - there was 
also one kept by James and one for William Adam and Company - or of the index to the bills 
of those who worked for him in the early 1770s at 20 St James’s Square,3 shows the same 
talented group was in attendance, repeatedly.

I want to address here three questions. The nature of Adam’s craftsmen, and whether 
he shared them with other architects. Then, allowing that there was such an intermesh, to 
what extent contemporary work by the same craftsmen for different architects differed, and 
finally, what effect shared use of craftsmen had on the spread of stylistic ideas? An analysis of 
the activity of leading craftsmen working for Adam allows me to state, without being accurate 
to the point of pedantry, that they included some 140 names4 ranging from the leading 
carvers such as Sefferin Aiken (working in stone and wood), Sefferin Nelson and John Adair, 
all of whom worked early for Adam and for the 6th Earl of Coventry at Croome Court, to the 
group of 10 decorative painters of whom the most active were Antonio Zucchi and Biagio 
Rebecca. There were other specialists like Thomas Blockley, “one of the first locksmiths in 
the kingdom”,5 who provided the door furniture for Croome, Shardeloes, Harewood and 20 
St James’s Square;6 the carpet-maker, Thomas Moore,7 who provided superb carpets to 
Adam’s designs, the best known of which is the 1769 signed example in the Drawing Room at 
Syon;8 and the wire-worker, William Sparrow, who, true to his name, made a bird cage in 
1776, designed by Adam, for Lady Williams-Wynn.9

I have only come across one mention by Adam of a craftsman s abilities. As far as I am 
aware we do not know exactly how he chose them or what their exact working relationship 
was. In the Works in the plates devoted to Kenwood10 Adam refers to the fine execution of the 
stucco by Joseph Rose and Company and the elegant performance of the paintings by one of 
“great eminence”, Antonio Zucchi.

While a few of the cabinet makers of the outstanding calibre of Thomas Chippendale 
and Mayhew and Ince are documented in rare direct transactions,11 as working under Adam s 
supervision, they and others did fine work in the neo-Classical style on their own account.12 
There is little doubt that entrepreneurial craftsmen such as Chippendale or John Cobb 
changed their whole style from Rococo to neo-Classical to take advantage of the prevailing 
taste, and while there is no evidence, Adam may have encouraged the young plasterer Joseph 
Rose to take the Grand Tour in 1768-69.13

But, I anticipate my third point too quickly. There is abundant evidence that the 
decorative painters, listed assiduously in Edward Croft-Murray’s second volume,14 worked also 
for a small group of architects other than Adam. Zucchi was faithful and of his 28 commis
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sions in the 20 years or so he was in England the bulk are for Adam, with only one for James 
Paine. By contrast, Biagio Rebecca’s 33 commissions included work for Henry Holland, John 
Crunden, John Wood II, Samuel Wyatt, James “Athenian” Stuart, Sir William Chambers and 
Robert Mylne. Joseph Rose and Company did a little piasterwork away from Adam’s commis
sions for John Yenn and for Chambers (although he favoured Thomas Collins) at, for 
example, Ampthill Park and to a certain extent in the troublous commission for Milton 
Abbey, Dorset,15 where Chambers parted company with Lord Milton on his refusal to pay 
travelling expenses; and, supremely, for James Wyatt at Castle Coole.16 If one provided some
thing in universal use such as wallpaper it is to be expected that Thomas Bromwich, “Paper 
Hanging Maker in Ordinary to the Great Wardrobe” from 1763 — he advertised as such in 
Mortimer’s Universal Director for that year - would appear as a payee in work done for many 
architects.17 The same is true of the makers of chimneypieces such as Thomas Carter the 
Younger, who worked for Adam, James Stuart, Chambers, Henry Holland and Sir John 
Soane.18 Where Adam kept a loyal following of craftsmen was in those who were essential to 
his decorative schemes - much more so than for other architects, the decorative painters 
with, additionally, the almost exclusive use of Joseph Rose and Company for plastering.

Given, however, that there was an understandable spread of ability, it is more difficult 
to establish if this altered much with the nature of the patron and his architect. The early 
piasterwork by Joseph Rose, senior,19 which one finds, by attribution at Hatchlands and by 
documentation at Croome and Kedleston,20 altered, I think, due to the combination of 
Adam’s maturing interests and the changing of the firm’s emphasis toward neo-Classical 
motifs after the younger Joseph Rose came back from his Grand Tour. But, if one asks for 
exact differences the number of cases is small. Perhaps the best example was the library ceil
ing at Woburn Abbey - I say “was” because I refer to the one Cipriani and Rebecca painted 
between April 1770 and August 1771, under Chambers’ supervision, which was swept away 
during Henry Holland’s alterations of the 1780s.21 The superb design,22 acquired by the Vic
toria and Albert Museum after its export was stopped in 1985, is one of the most striking and 
elaborate examples of the anti-Adam style at a time when Cipriani had not long finished work 
for Adam at Syon - if the two are examined side by side the point is made, with perhaps only 
the zodiac signs in the Woburn design allusive of the Syon ceiling.

I think too that differences are readily demonstrable, if but slight ones, in work by the 
plasterers for Chambers and Wyatt, although in the latter case some later dates in executing 
decoration are perhaps responsible, even ignoring for a moment the overtones of Gothic. 
The painters, by and large, were faithful to Adam’s requirement doing, as I have indicated, 
the most work for him. The cabinet-makers readily changed styles to survive: it would be fas
cinating to know the process which informed this, as the third edition of Chippendale’s 
Director (1762) is still largely Rococo in emphasis. Four examples of work by Chippendale and 
Mayhew and Ince demonstrate this. The Nostell Library Desk by Chippendale of 1767; his 
desk for Edwin Lascelles of 1771;23 John Linnell’s sofa - one of a pair for Lord Scarsdale at 
Kedleston, of 1762, delivered by 1765; and his suite for the Child family at Osterley of 1767.24 
The conclusion must surely be that contemporary work by the same craftsmen for different 
architects was not vastly different - only the enveloping nuances of neo-Classicism altered the 
view, if that’s not too tortuous a phrase.

I want to turn briefly to what is largely self-evident - that while architects of the calibre 
of Adam, Chambers, Wyatt and Dance enjoyed and profited from years of study in Italy, few 
craftsmen had made the journey. It is a diversion to recall the travels of the talented Wren 
period carver, the younger Edward Pearce,25 or William Kent.26 Within Adam’s circle I have 
mentioned Rose, junior, who accompanied Richard Dalton’s trip to Italy in 1768-69. Richard 
Hayward’s MS list27 notes him in Rome in 1768. Incidentally, his uncle, Joseph Rose, head of 
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the firm, was noted as being “present” when Richard Wilson painted The Ruins of the Temple of 
Venus - it was sold by Christie’s along with his son William Rose’s other effects in 1829.28 
Finally, there is the accomplished sculptor Joseph Wilton, who studied at the Academy in 
Paris and by 1752 had set out with the sculptor Roubiliac to study in Rome. Three years later 
he had received the Jubilee Gold Medal from Pope Benedict XIV and returned triumphant, 
finally, to England in 1755 in the company of Chambers and the painter Cipriani. He 
involved himself in a career that proved successful but owing little to Adam - the caryatid fire
places at Croome Court of 1766 and that at Kedleston are perhaps the grand exceptions.29 As 
the rivalry between Adam and Chambers increased Wilton stayed with the Chambers camp, 
working for him, with the carver Sefferin Aiken, at Blenheim; Chenies - the monument to 
John, 4th Duke of Bedford is jointly signed by Chambers and Wilton; Kew; Kirkleatham - you 
can look them all up in the 42 mentions of Wilton in John Harris’s study of Chambers.30 But, 
supremely, mention must be made, to the background gnashing of Adam groupies’ teeth, of 
“the Model of the figures and Ornaments on the State Coach, [and] executing the same in 
Wood, £2500” - the model is in the Museum of London, the coach in the Royal Mews.31

I feel the shared use of craftsmen’s abilities by architects had little effect on the spread 
of stylistic ideas. Craftsmen issued few if any aesthetic publications or engraved trade cards, in 
an artistic style, Rococo apart.32 Their skills were learned by rote in long years of apprentice
ship, they had little access to foreign travels and many of the books of precedent and instruc
tion they used were borrowed from their patrons.33 Admittedly, in the sale of Joseph Rose 
junior’s effects by Christie’s in 1799 he had an edition of Montfaucon, of Piranesi, Rossi, the 
Ruins of Palmyra and of Baalbek, works by James Stuart; and Palladio, the Antiquities of 
Rome. I have given the list elsewhere.34 But there is nothing that led to unusual innovation; 
the Exhibition Room at his Queen Anne Street premises had busts of Homer, Sir Isaac 
Newton, “14 other heads” and “A Capital and model of the Cornice of the Temple of Jupiter 
Stator at Rome” and in his Wax Room were the vases and candelabra, sculls, masks, tripods, 
vases, griffins, paterae and medallions of a long-active firm of neo-Classic inspired plasterers. 
Can we assume any differences in the work Rose did for Adam, or for Wyatt at, say, Castie 
Coole? Surely the differences arose on the architect’s drawing board?

The Adam brothers had set out in the great puff of their Works what they thought on 
“movement”, the orders, the elements of decoration, colour, public buildings. I find only one 
note of concession: in writing of the “entablatures” or the bases of the different orders, they 
indicated that, “different circumstances of situation and propriety ought to vary the form, and 
also the proportion, of all entablatures. A latitude in this respect, under the hand of an in
genious and able artist, is often productive of great novelty, variety and beauty.” But I am sure 
they thought of themselves as the ingenious and able artists. And, unique in my experience, 
only one craftsman got away with serious amendment to an Adam design. In his “Design of a 
Harpsichord”, inlaid with various coloured woods, executed in London for the Empress of 
Russia (Works V, Pl. VIII) Adams noted: ‘This design was considerably altered by the person 
who executed the work.”

Let me conclude with following the design progress of a series of carpets, those for 
George William, 6th Earl of Coventry, Adam’s considerable patron for 20 years from 1760 - 
and a pall bearer at his funeral; for Mrs Montagu’s Hill Street house; and finally for the Music 
Room at Harewood House. While I am working at the moment on a study of the Croome 
Court commission in respect of the many furniture bills,35 I claim no innovative insights in 
respect of the carpets. Damie Stillman looked at the Soane Museum drawings for the Coven
try carpets for the London house (now 106 Piccadilly) as long ago as 1966.36 He illustrated 
Adam’s sketch design in charcoal, of 1767, which has notes of colours thereon, set against a 
key. This moves to a more detailed pencil drawing, then a coloured rendering against the 
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sketch, the light green background, the orange, yellow, red and dark green fillings. There is 
an alternate colour scheme design and two large-scale details, presumably intended for the 
weaver. Evidence then of abiding care and an increasing bill for its provision.

In the commission for Mrs Montagu the carpet, of 1766, was colourful enough and 
complementary to the ceiling. Regrettably, both were destroyed in the Second World War,37 
but the ceiling had circular paterae in its corners - Adam put oval panels in the corners of 
the carpet with attractive and unusual Chinoiserie scenes therein.

For Harewood, two Adam designs of 1765 exist for the Music Room ceiling,38 each dif
fering little from the other, or from the ceiling as finally executed. Curiously, the lyres, the 
main musical motif of the room, have been omitted but are woven into the Axminster carpet 
which reflects that unity of design with the ceiling, contrived certainly, but an effective device. 
Axminster, as a weaving centre producing fine carpets under Thomas Whitty,39 had been rec
ommended as good to several patrons by Thomas Chippendale.40 It may well be he who was 
instrumental in their employment at Harewood rather than Adam. Certainly there appears to 
have been no Moorfields work at Harewood, and Chippendale was so dominant as to have 
carved even the mock curtains hanging in festoons for the Long Gallery. As Jewell in The His
tory and Antiquities of Harewood noted in 1822: “They are formed of wood, carved and painted 
under the direction of Thomas Chippendale, in so masterly a manner as to deceive every 
beholder”;41 no subservience to Adam in every detail.

Most of Adam’s craftsmen demonstrated often that they had the ability to rise above 
mere competence to virtuosity, but, faced with the complex intricacies of neo-Classicism they 
might well have been found lacking without careful supervision. Mastery of these matters 
needed a fertile mind, long training and a touch of daring, all of which and more, as the sur
viving work testifies so eloquently, Robert Adam and the “regiment of artificers” supplied. 
They rose above the disasters of the Adelphi scheme, the problems with the Liardet stucco,42 
the lack of funds on so many occasions in the company’s affairs and drew to themselves puff
ing praise in the Works - “the genius of native artists has been called forth into new and laud
able exertions ... to a degree of perfection which has far exceeded the efforts of artists in any 
other part of modern Europe”. For the moment, I prefer to agree with, rather than debate 
the point.
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